I. Call to order

II. Roll Call – Establish Quorum

III. Principal Update
   A. Staffing - 2 additional hourly support to help with reading. Look at foundational reading. Helping support with fluency and comprehension. Both have education degrees. To help with interventions
   B. I Ready - district is moving to use IReady. for student assessments is moving away from Ren360. Is a good program that is helping. We are doing a pilot program. Gives individualized support. Helps with the younger grades. Gives more information on growth.
   C. University of St. Thomas Campus Support - this is brand new as of yesterday. We are doing a partnership with a pilot longitudinal study on the impact in the COE hands on learning in the classroom. Apply it to the school setting.
   D. SDMC - remaining dates are being sent to the SDMC. March 28 and May 23rd

IV. Campus Safety
   A. Monthly drills - in line with the monthly drills. We are doing weekly door checks. Ms. Williams is checking weekly to do campus safety checks. We are doing intruder and severe weather drills.
   B. CrossWalk - City of H is still working on. They are still holding off with regards to the crossing guard. By next week, they were coming to review the campus. They are hiring the crossing guard. Ms. Berry is sending emails about the situation. Waiting for signage information.

V. Teacher Representative (sharing thoughts and comments from teachers) - There are no comments. Teacher rep asked questions or concern examples were provided by Ms. Berry.

VI. Parent Representative (sharing thoughts and comments from parents) - Anything submitted at this time. No response by the parent representatives.

VII. Open Forum
X. Adjourn